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1. Statement of the problem
Methods for an automatic extraction of line shaped objects (subsequently called line objects), from aerial images, e.g. objects
such as roads, rivers, railroads and multilane highways, have
been developed and documented /1,2/. This research project has
been continued to apply the extraction methods coincidently to
stereo image pairs, the results of which are reported here.
USAETL provided transparencies of three aerial images labeled
No. 52, 54 and 56, of 9" by 9" at a scale of approx. 1:70000.
The images No. 52 and 54 as well as the images No. 54 and 56
form a stereo image pair each with approx. 60% overlapping area
in each pair. A small strip of the area imaged is contained in
all three images.
The problem we faced can be summarized as follows:
Produce extraction results of identical line objects
from both images of a stereo pair.
This would yield the coordinates of corresponding locations in
the overlapping part of a stereo pair by application of image
analysis techniques, but without a systematic and total processing of the image matrices and without subimage correlation. In
our solution of the problem, the extraction methods do not process both images simultaneously; the extraction is performed subsequently in both images, always taking the extraction result
from one image as a local guidance for the extraction process
in the other image. To achieve this goal, the existing software
system had to be modified and extended considerably.
The following sections of this report will give a detailed description of the procedure of coincident line extraction and will
address the main functions of this procedure in detail. Sections
5 and 6 of this report will be devoted to document and explain
the results achieved.
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2. Separate line extraction from stereo images
Reference
parencies
digitized
trices of

is made to the Third Progress Report /3/. The transof all three aerial images provided by USAETL were
by an OPTRONICS Scanner C4500 to produce image ma9201 x 9201 pixels each. The parameters of the scan

were

density

25 am (0.001 inch)
25 am (0.001 inch, corresponding
to a circular spot size of approx.
2 m diameter on earth)
2 D

A/D conversion

log, 8 bit.

raster width
dot size

In order to get rid of some inconvenient imaging distortions
at the image boundaries we selected the central area of 7968
x 7968 pixels of each image for our test purposes. The number
7968 comes from 8 x 1024 pixels, subtracting 7 x 32 pixels
overlapping at the subimage boundaries.
The central image No. 54 of the sequence of overlapping images,
which had been used as a test image during the previous research
project /1,2/, had to be digitized again to guarantee the same
dynamic range of the intensity values of all three images to be
used in this experiment. The digitization of this image which
took place two years ago had been performed on another scanning
device.
Any processing operation of the image data had to be confined
to image segments of 1024 x 1024 pixels because of the limited
size of the working memory. Thus we segmented all three image
matrices into three mosaics of 8 x 8 subimages each with an
overlapping of 32 pixels between any two adjacent subimages of
a mosaic.

-3This change of the subimage size from 512 x 512 to 1024 x 1024
pixels in this project caused some minor modifications of the
line extraction software. To verify the correct performance of
the extraction software, we applied the extraction to each of
the three images separately and independently. Due to the bigger subimage size the extraction process performed faster than
before. The results of this experiment will be presented and
explained in section 5 of this report.

3.

The procedure of coincident line extraction

During the development of the procedure of coincident line extraction we realized that we could no longer operate in a fixed
mosaic of 8 x 8 subimages of each image. As we had to transfer
extraction results from one image to the partner image of the
stereo pair, we faced the problem of defining the subimage
boundaries at corresponding locations in both images. If this
would not be the case, the extraction results of a submatrix
of one image would have covered locations of (in the worst case)
four submatrices of the partner image which would have required
an unnecessary amount of image data transfer from the disk storage to the working memory.
We decided to store all three image matrices unsegmented on
disk and to work in a dynamic mosaic, i.e. processing again was
confined to image segments of 1024 x 1024 pixels; however, the
coordinates of an image segment were determined immediately after a loading request to allow loading of the appropriately located image segment.
An alternative experiment with virtual addressing within the
limits of the 8000 x 8000 pixels of each image without explicit
loading of subimages could not yet be performed due to computer
system software problems.

mm

m

n

-4The procedure of coincident extraction of line objects from a
stereo image pair (subsequently called "left
image" IL and
"right image" IR) starts with an initial extraction from one
image. There is no requirement to prefer one of both stereo
images for the initial extraction process; however, we will
explain the procedure by starting in IL. All extraction para-

meters are defaulted with respect to image scale and pixel size:
type of contrast
amount of contrast required
upper limit of local gray level variation along a
line object
minimum width of a line object
maximum width of a line object.
The automatic extraction process starts with a search for starting points and an iterative application of the local and the
regional extraction method to the top left subimage of IL and
works systematically through all subimages of 1024 x 1024 pixels of IL as it has been described for the previous project
/1,2/. The local extraction method (LD4) has received an improved adaptivity by adding a parameter analysis capability.
At each starting point the properties of that segment of the
line object are analyzed and the values measured replace the
respective default values (contrast, line width). LEK performs
"conservatively", i.e. no continuation of a line object is accepted in cases of considerable distortions or property variations. When starting at a starting point location, LEM requires
a few contiguous extraction steps along the line object in at
least one of both directions to be acceptable, else the respective starting point will be deleted. In case of successful extraction, LEM proceeds incrementally until one of the following conditions causes it to stop:
- image boundary is reached; a final dead end is generated
at that location
- subimage boundary is reached; a temporary dead end is gener-

-5ated at that location for later continuation in the adjacent
subimage

- a location already processed is reached (known road location);
a final dead end is generated at that location
- a distortion of the line is reached which is severe enough
to allow no further continuation of LEM (see /l/ for details);
a temporary dead end is generated at that location for later
continuation by the regional extraction method.
The results so far will be:
- a string of coordinates of vertices of polygons approximating
the extracted lines or line segments. The polygon vertices
are stored in a sequential file on a "first come first store"
basis, i.e. the polygon segments are not sorted locally. This
file is called PLILCL which indicates that the polygons represent lines extracted from the left image of the stereo
pair and the coordinates of these polygons are related to the
coordinate system of the left image
- a result matrix of a size identical to the image matrix. The
result matrix displays a binary raster representation of all
lines or line segments extracted. To be more precise, one
byte is provided for each element of the result matrix to
describe the extraction result by ASCII symbols (symbol S
for starting points and symbol * for the extraction results
of LE)
- several lists of dead end locations; the final dead ends are
separated from the set of temporary dead ends at subimage
boundaries and also separated from the temporary "break off"
dead ends of IMI.

When LXM has stopped the extraction process in the subimage,
the regional extraction method (REM) will continue the extraction at all break off dead ends of LEN, if there are any. REM
complements LE(, because REM can accept a higher degree of distortions (see /1/ for details). REM continues the extraction
until one of the following conditions causes it to stop:
- image boundary is reached (final dead end)
- subimage boundary is reached (temporary dead end to be used
in the adjacent subimage)
- location already processed is reached (final dead end at

known road location)
- a distortion of the line is reached, which is severe enough
to allow no further extraction by REM (final break off dead
end)
- a location is reached where the line object has "ideal" prop-

erties

complying totally with the standard line description

parameter values in LEM; a temporary dead end is generated
at that location for later continuation by LEK which performs

faster.
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When REM has stopped after exhausting its input list of temporary dead ends, the following results will have been added to
the results already existing:
- polygon vertices are added to the vector representation of
the results PLILCL, again on the basis of "first come first
store"
- ASCII symbols + are inserted at each element of the result matrix which is covered by the polygon segments representing the lines extracted by REM
-

final dead ends, temporary dead ends at subimage boundaries,
final break off dead ends and temporary dead ends at ideal
line segments are added to the respective files already
existing or newly generated.

The iterative application of starting point search, LEN and
REM continues until all extractable lines have been found in
the actual subimage. The same procedure is applied to the next

subimage; however, before searching for starting points in that
subimage, the relevant entries in the file of subimage boundary
dead ends is exhausted for possible continuations of lines extending from the previously processed subimage into the actual
one. The same sequence of extraction steps is performed when
starting from these dead ends, as it has been explained for the
case of starting from starting points. This process continues
through the sequence of 64 subimages of 1024 x 1024 pixels each.
A second run through the sequence of subimages is initialized.
This time, only those subimages will be loaded and processed,
which have valid entries in the file of subimage boundary dead
ends. These entries may result from lines pointing back to pre-

viously processed subimages already processed during the first
extraction sequence. A third and further runs through the sequence of subimages may follow, as long as subimage boundary
dead ends are generated which refer back to previously processed
subimages. The search for starting points is not applied during
the second and every further extraction run through the subimage
sequence. In our practical tests we never noticed more than three
runs through the subimage sequence; furthermore a rapidly de-

-7creasing number of subimages is affected by the second and .hird
run (in one example, only two subimages out of the total of 64
were affected during the third run).
At the end of this initial line extraction from the left image
the following results will have been accumulated:
- a file PLILCL containing the coordinates of the polygon vertices. It has already been mentioned that this vector representation of the extraction result is not sorted locally, but
has been accumulated "piece by piece" according to the data
dependent proceeding of the extraction methods through the
image matrix
- a result matrix related to the left image (called RMIL) the
size of which is identical to the size of the image matrix
itself. RMIL contains the raster representation of the extraction result, encoded by the symbols S for starting
points, * respectively + for the matrix elements which
are covered by the polygon elements
- a file containing dead end coordinates (image boundary dead
ends, final break off dead ends). The dead end file is also
not sorted locally.
We are aware of the fact, that one of both the raster and the
vector representation of the extraction results is redundant,
because there exist standard conversion procedures between
both representations. However, for reasons of computational
speed and ease of data management and control, we retain both
representations simultaneously.
At the end of this initial line extraction (from the left
image of the stereo pair, as we assumed for the purpose of
explanation), neither the extraction results nor the dead
ends can be called "final", because we have to check all these
resulting data by evaluating the stereo partner image. Only
after accepting extraction results for identical line objects
from both images we will call them final results and the related break off dead ends will be called final dead ends. Thus,
with reference to the initial extraction described above, the
term "final" has to be replaced by the term "preliminary final".
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The next stage of the process of coincident extraction addresses the verification and possible continuation of the initial
extraction results from the left image by proper processing
of the right image. Before turning to the verification process
we have to describe some preparatory processing steps. The verification process requires that the extraction results of the
left image be mapped into the coordinate system of the right
image, because we use thew as a local guidance for the evaluation of the right image. As the coordinate transformation of
the complete result matrix RMIL is an extremely time consuming
action, we decided to submit the vector representation of the
results to this mapping function. However, in order to minimize
requirements of data access to the right image, we had to apply
a sorting function to the result file PLILCL to produce sequences of contiguous polygon segments of the maximum length possible. We considered two possible solutions of this problem:
- concatenating the various polygon sections contained in
PLILCL by searching identical polygon vertices
- conversion of the raster representation contained in RMIL
into vector format of maximum length chains.
Due to computational speed we chose the second solution which
was implemented as a straightforward extraction process of the
lines encoded by the symbols S , * and + from the result
matrix. This ternary extraction process starts at every dead
end location and proceeds along the chain of symbols in the
result matrix until it stops at another dead end or at an intersection or branching of the symbol chains. Thus, this process of maximum length polygon compilation generates a file
MLPILCL (maximum length polygons extracted from the left image
and related to the coordinate system of the left image) the polygons of which extend either between two dead ends or two intersections (or branchings, subsequently called intersections only),
or an intersection and a dead end or vice versa. Simultaneously,
all symbols are deleted from the result matrix as they are processed during this operation. The reason for deletion is two-

-9fold: no extraction result can be accepted without verification;
the accepted results will be reinserted into this result matrix
later. Secondly we simply prevent multiple processing of a symbol by deleting it immediately. Thus, at the end of this processing step, the result matrix RMIL will be reset to zero completely.
The next processing step .erforms the mapping function of the
extraction result contained in MLPILCL to the coordinate system of the stereo partner image (the right image IR in our
example). Initially we wanted to apply the projective mapping
function based on 4 registration control points. However, the
identification of 4 control points in one plane of the 3D surface of the terrain was not possible with our instrumentation,
as we were viewing the 2D images only. Each of a few different
definitions of the set of 4 control points yielded a different
misregistration which was visually checked by overlaying the
right image and the mapped graphic line network MLPILCR (the
maximum length polygons extracted from IL but related to the
coordinate system of IR after registration). In some cases the
misregistration was noticed to amount up to 60 pixels. As this
result did not comply with the idea of local guidance of the
evaluation process in IR, we decided to use another mapping
function which yielded smaller amounts of misregistration. We
selected a polynomial interpolation function (for details see
section 4.3 of this report). Using this function we are able
to influence the accuracy of the registration results through
the number and the proper distribution of the control points.
With a number of approx. 30 control points the computational
requirements are only slightly higher than for the projective
mapping function; however, the misregistration was reliably
smaller than 12 pixels which suited our purpose completely.
After having registered the initial extraction result of IL to
the coordinate system of IR to this degree of accuracy we turn
to the very process of verification. This process is to serve
two purposes:

-
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-

- the successful verification in IR proves that the respective
line object exists in both images of the stereo pair and that
the respective extraction result can finally be accepted
- the verification will yield the true coordinates of the respective line object with regard to IR. Thus we will have
true and reliable extraction results for corresponding line
objects from both images of the stereo pair.
The verification process is performed by a modified version
of REM: take a polygon segment of MLPIIWR (the coordinates of
which are related to IR) to predict the existance of a line
object segment in IR, define a rectangular "area of interest"
at that location in IR, perform the same operations as they
have been described for the regional extraction method. The
following modifications were implemented for REM to be applied
for this purpose:
- the length of an AoI is dictated by the length of the polygon segments of MLPIICR. In case of extreme short or extreme
long polygon segments, special handling had to be developed
which is described in section 4.4.1 of this report
- the orientation and location of an AoI is defined to be symmetrical with respect to the polygon segment of MLPIIWR; however, as we do not know the accuracy of the mapping function
which produces the location of this polygon segment to predict the existence of a line in IR, we will not require this
line (if it is detected and accepted after evaluation of the
AoI at this location) to start at the center of the base line
of the Aol. Here, we have to accept the maximum confidence
evaluation result (provided that the confidence exceeds a lower limit) as extraction result for this part of IR. (When using REM in a normal extraction mode we prefer that evaluation
result within an AoI which starts at the center of the AoI
base line in order to ensure connection between the results
of consecutive AoIs).
The result of this verification process at a location in IR
predicted by a mapped polygon segment can be threefold:
- in most cases we succeed in verifying the respective line
segment within that AoI. Now we are sure that this part of
the line object exists in both IL and IR and we accept it
finally and definitely. In consequence we generate a file
of finally accepted polygon segments for IL called APLILCR,
the vertex coordinates of which are taken from MLPILCR, and

-
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a file of finally accepted polygon segments for IR called
APLIRCP, the vertex coordinates of which are taken from this
very verification result in IR, and we insert the ASCII symbol E at all elements of RMIR which are covered by that
polygon segment in IR. The symbol "E" in the result matrix
of IR stands for "external" which indicates that this line
segment has initially been discovered in IL. The corresponding entry of symbol I (standing for "internal") into RMIL
will also occur, but at a later processing step
-

in some cases we do not succeed in verifying the suspected
line segment at the predicted location in IR. This may be
due to false extraction results from IL or noisy or distorted corresponding locations in IR which renders these parts
of the line objects undetectable. Consequently, we do not
accept the preliminary extraction results which came from IL,
neither for IL nor for IR and no entries, neither to the respective files of accepted polygon segments nor to the result
matrices RMIR and RMIL, will occur

-

in some cases we succeed in verifying one or several parts
of the suspected line segment at the predicted location in
IR. We will accept the corresponding parts of the respective
polygon segment by entering the proper coordinates into the
files APLILCR and APLIRCR and the proper symbols into the result matrix RMIR. The result matrix RMIL will be updated in
a later processing step. For a detailed explanation of this
operation see section 4.4 of this report.

Regarding dead end locations the following two files will be
generated:
-

the file FDEIRCR containing final dead ends of the verification process. These are all those locations where the verification process failed to detect the predicted line objects
in IR or where the lines exceeded the image boundaries. At
these locations a continuing line object extraction will not
be possible and will not be attempted, hence the name final
dead end. For details see section 4.4 of this report

-

the file VDEIRCR containing verification dead ends. These
are those remaining open ends of the polygons accepted where
a continuing line object extraction from IR seems to be possible.

The generation of the final dead end set for IL (file FDEIICL)
is incorporated into the final processing step (see section 4.5
of this report).
This process of verification is performed for each segment of

-
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MLPILCR. At the end of this process, the coordinates of the
accepted polygon segments of APLILCR are napped back to the
coordinate system of IL using the inverse of the mapping function already explained. This yields a first part of the final
result file APLILCL related to the left image IL.
A last process of this stage of the coincident extraction procedure attempts to restore line intersections which may have
existed in MLPILCR, but could have been disrupted or separated
by the verification process. This restoration operation is performed on the contents of IMIR by checking each open end of a
polygon accepted (i.e. VDE dead end locations where the verification stopped due to missing prediction of continuation) whether any other polygon segment accepted is "nearby". The restoration of broken intersections will also be performed on the
contents of MIL starting from the respective dead ends related
to IL; however, this will be performed at a later processing
step, when we again are processing IL. For details of this process see section 4.4.3 of this report.
The next stage of the overall procedure pertains to the continuation of the line object extraction from IR. This is accomplished by starting the regular extraction process, i.e. the
iterative application of LEN and REM, at each verification dead
end of the polygons accepted in IR. At each dead end LEM adapts
its parameters to the actual line properties and the iteration
extraction process is performed . Each extraction result leads
to entries into the respective result file PLIRCR and into the
respective result matrix RMIR (symbols

*

and

+ ).

As this

will be the first application of the extraction process to IR,
the search for new starting points in IR will also be initialized
and the subsequent extraction by LEN and REM will try to extract
new line objects from IR, which had not yet been found in IL.
If, at this point, any continuing or new line object or part of
a line object has been extracted, the following results will
have been produced:

-13-

- a file PLIRCR of complementary line segments, extracted from
IR and related to the coordinate system of IR
-

new entries of the symbols

S

,

*

and

+

into the result

matrix RHIR
- a file containing dead end coordinates (image boundary, break
off, known road), where the continuation of the extraction
was not possible. (All of these dead ends will be called preliminary final, because they will be submitted to verification
in IL. However, at locations, where no continuation of the extraction was found, a final dead end will be generated).
These results have to be verified in IL. Consequently, we apply
the sorting function already described to the contents of PLIRCR
to generate maximum length polygons (file MLPIRCR) of this extraction result. These polygons will then be mapped to the coordinate system of IL to produce the file MLPIRCL. Now, we are
back
this
from
have

again in IL and the loop is closed. Our first priority at
point will be the verification of the extraction results
IR. Before this operation takes place, two other tasks
to be solved:

- enter the symbol I to RMIL at each matrix element which is
covered by the actual contents of APLILCL (extraction results
from IL which have been verified successfully in IR)
- restore line intersections in this result which may have been
disrupted or separated by the verification process. This operation is performed on the symbols I of RMIL by checking
the vicinity of every dead end associated to the final result
known so far.
The verification process which follows needs no further explanation: each polygon element of MLPIRCL initiates an AoI in IL
to be evaluated with regard to accepting or rejecting this extraction result from IR. Result files (APLILCL and APLIRCL)
and entries to RMIL (symbol E for external) are updated as
described above. The last actions of this processing step will
map the polygon segments of APLIRCL back to the coordinate system of IR to update APLIRCR and restore possibly disrupted
intersections of the results.

-
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Another iteration of the whole sequence of processing steps
will follow: complementary extraction of line objects from
IL (using only the verification dead ends to start and skipping the search for new starting points in IL), compilation
of maximum length polygons of these extraction results, mapping of these polygons into the coordinate system of IR, verification of these extraction results, etc., until, after some
steps, no significant complementary extraction result will be
found. In most of our tests the fourth application of the extraction methods did not contribute significantly to the final
results, so that the whole procedure could be stopped. There
is, of course, no difficulty in stopping the processing at an
earlier step or allowing more iterations than four. Any final
stop should occur after a verification phase. Note, that backmapping and reinsertion of results, related to the stereo partner image, will always be necessary.
At that point, the following results will exist:
- result matrices RMIL and RMIR containing symbols I and E
The symbols I represent results which have been extracted
from the respective image and accepted by verification in
the stereo partner image; the symbols E represent results
which have been extracted from the stereo partner image and
accepted by verification in the respective image
- result files APLIIL and APLIRCR containing the vector representation of the final extraction result (note, that no
local sorting has been performed for the results of the different iterations of extraction and verification)
- files FDEILCL and FDEIRCR containing the locations of the
final dead ends, the open ends of the resulting line network where the extraction ended either due to image boundary or due to noisy or distorted image data.
To produce a locally sorted, final vector representation of
the result, a final maximum length polygon compilation is once
more applied to both result matrices which yields the two result files FMLPILCL and FY4LPIRCR (for details see section 4.5
of this report). These two files contain the final result in
the most dense representation, and this will be the preferred
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representation to be shipped to the contractor. The results of
these two files are related to the respective image coordinate
system. After properly mapping these two resulting line networks into one coordinate system, the remaining local deviations
of the coordinates of corresponding locations will represent
the parallaxes between the two stereo images.

4.

Details of the main functions

4. 1 Extraction procedure
Basically, the procedure of line object extraction from aerial
images has remained unchanged with respect to the description
contained in /1,2/. There are those three main modules already
mentioned:
- method for the recognition of starting points
- local extraction method LEM

- regional extraction method REM
which are characterized by the following main features:
To detect starting points a regular pattern of lines and columns
of the image matrix is selected as sample lines to be evaluated.
In a first step, candidates for starting points are defined at
those locations of the sample lines where the gray level profile
satisfies the required properties. These candidate locations are
submitted to evaluations more sophisticated to test whether contrast, uniformity, straightness, width, etc. comply with the requited properties. Thus, in most cases we succeed in detecting
some true segments of the line objects as reliable starting
points for the extraction methods.
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The local extraction method starts its evaluation at these
starting points and follows the line object incrementally.
By analyzing its current location, LEM predicts the orientation and the properties of a next segment of the line object
(prediction of properties is restricted to the limits defined
by the input parameters). This prediction will then be verified by analysis of a gray level profile. In case of compliance
of the predicted properties with the properties measured this
next increment of the line object is accepted. In case of noncompliance more sophisticated algorithms are applied to decide,
whether the line object ends at that point, whether it continues
with changed properties, whether the line object branches or intersects another or the image is distorted locally.
The regional extraction method complements the local extraction
method: REM never starts the extraction at a starting point location; REM is applied to continue the task at locations where
LEM stops due to distortion, noise, object occlusion, etc. REM
works in a predetermined limited part of the image (prediction
of the area to be processed). This area called "area of interest"
usually has a rectangular shape. The area of interest is expected
to contain completely an interesting part of the line object to
be extracted.
In addition the orientation of the rectangle is supposed to
comply with the predominant orientation of the object. It has
been shown that a complete analysis of the 2D gray level matrix
of the area of interest is not necessary to detect the continuation of a line object. The analysis of several iD sample lines,
which possibly contain cross-sections of the object, has proved
to be sufficient.
The sample lines are perpendicular to the main axis of the
rectangle. The first part of the line detection algorithm
consists of a gray level analysis of the sample lines to dis-
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cover candidates for object points. A confidence value is
computed for each point of each sample line to indicate its
probability of belonging to a line object. A semi-threshold
operation is applied to this matrix of confidence values to
retain only a few points with the highest values of each
sample line.
The second part of the algorithm works on this set of candidates to detect subsets, the points of which are in a collinear position. This computation is done iteratively to increase
the confidence value of a point, if collinear continuation
points exist, or to decrease its confidence value otherwise.
Thus it is possible to confirm all candidates, which contribute to form a line, while the more or less isolated candidates
can be discarded. At the same time, two vectors have been computed for each confirmed candidate, which point to both neighbouring candidates in a line above and below. On the basis of
this direction information and the last known object point P,
the line following task is accomplished as the last part of
this algorithm.
4.2 Maximum length polygon compilation
The maximum length polygon compilation is a special extraction
method for quasi-binary images. Given the ends of a line network, it separates the network in polygons of maximal length,
where a polygon of maximal length is defined as the longest
string of succeeding polygon segments without an intersection.
That means that a maximum length polygon ends either in a dead
end or in an intersection (see figure 4.1). Figure 4.la consists of four, figure 4.1b only of one maximum length polygon.
Line AB of figure 4.1a ends at each side in an intersection,
the polygon of figure 4.1b at both sides in a dead end.
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a)
Fig. 4.1: Examples of

b)
maximum length polygons

In the process ot coincident extraction of line objects from
stereo image pairs the maximum length polygon compilation is
used to sort the extracted lines. The extraction algorithm
stores the lines found on a first come first store basis in
the files PLIICL respectively PLIRCR. To verify the extracted
lines it is much more efficient to use the reconstruction
of connected polygons instead of the separate parts. To solve
this problem, we chose to work on the result matrix, in which
the polygons are represented by strings of the symbols S, *,
+, E and I with one pixel width. This procedure is equivalent
to converting the results from the raster representation to a
connected vector format. In the process of coincident line extraction we use the operation for three different purposes.
In the first
two cases we compile only the newly extracted and
not yet verified polygons (strings of symbols S, * and +) and
store them in the files MLPIICL respectively MLPIRCR. Simultaneously the strings of symbols are erased, because only the
lines accepted shall be reinserted to be retained after the
verification process. In the third case we compile the list
of final results (strings of symbols E and I) and store them
in the files FMLPIICL respectively FI4LPIRCR. In general, the
algorithm starts at the dead ends, which mark the ends of the
polygons in question.

Ii
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The maximum length polygon compilation follows the polygons
in the result matrix by evaluating a 3 x 3 window. Figures
4.2a - h show examples of symbol distributions. The center
of the matrices marks the current position of the procedure.
In figure 4.2a and b, a dead end situation is displayed because symbols radiate only to one direction. Figures 4.2c - e
show normal situations during the line following, because two
of the neighbouring elements of the center have an entry. In
figures 4.2f - h an intersection may have been detected, because the surrounding elements of the center show more than
two entries.
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Fig. 4.2: Examples of situations during polygon follo*ing
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If a situation as displayed in figures 4.2f - h is present,
a crossing examination is performed to detect the separate
branches, which constitute the intersection. By evaluating
a 5 x 5 window with the same central point as the 3 x 3 window the proper directions are calculated (see figure 4.3). In
some cases it is recognized that the algorithm is not at the
position of an intersection but at a sharp bend of the polygon (figure 4.3c). In figure 4.3a and d situations are shown,
where an intersection was found, but the center point of the
window under consideration is not identical to the middle point
of the crossing. Because we know the correct location of the
middle point of the crossing, we have detected the end of a
maximum length polygon. Starting from the intersection the
algorithm follows the string of symbols of the other branches.
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Fig. 4.3: Examples of crossing examinations
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In the process of coincident extraction of line objects from
stereo image pairs three modifications of the maximum length
polygon compilation method are used. For explanation purpose
we will assume that we want to compile polygons in the left
image only:
- when operating on the initial extraction results the compilation starts from the break off dead ends, which have been
created during the initial extraction process and listed in
the file BDEILCL; all polygons found are extracted and erased
from the result matrix
- when operating on continuation extraction results the maximum length polygon compilation starts from the verification
dead ends (as defined in section 4.4.1). Only the symbols
S, * and + are extracted and erased, because the other entries I and E of the result matrix mark polygons already
accepted. Let figure 4.4a show a part of the result matrix
before the continuation extraction. If the dashed line AB
of figure 4.4b marks the newly detected object part starting from two opposite verification dead ends, the line will
not be detected without using the verification dead ends.
During the first continuation extraction, starting points
are searched, because it is the first extraction in the
stereo partner image and objects may be detected, which
could not be detected in the other image. Analogous to the
initial compilation we have to use the break off dead ends
of these line parts

A0

Fig.

B

A-

B

a)
b)
4.4: Example of a continuation extraction
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when compiling the list of final results the maximum length
polygon compilation starts from the absolut final dead ends.
While in the two other cases the symbols S, + and * were
extracted, the symbols E and I are extracted now. Furtheron
no erasing takes place, for the result matrix is kept as
graphical final result.

4.3 Image registration algorithms
The process of coincident line extraction from stereo image
pairs requires a registration function between the two images.
This registration shall map coordinates from one image into
corresponding coordinates of the other image. The inverse mapping of coordinates from the second into corresponding coordinates of the first image will also be required (fig. 4.5).
We want to use this function to map the gray level representation of an image as well as extraction results (polygons) of
an image. In the system under discussion we actually apply it
to extracted polygons of an image. The performance of our extraction methods does not require a perfect registration, i.e.
misregistration of up to 12 pixels can be tolerated.
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Fig. 4.5: Mapping of a point P4 (x 4 oy ) of the coordinate system
A(x,y) into a corresjonAinj point Q (u ,vi) of the
coordinate system B(u,v) and vice vArsi
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For the purpose of registration we have investigated two different algorithms. In what follows we will describe how they
work in the case of mapping coordinates of an image A(x,y)
into coordinates of an image B(u,v).
The main steps of both algorithms are the following:
- selection of pairs of control points (corresponding locations) Pk(xkyk) in A(x,y) and Qk(uk,vk) in B(u,v)
- determination of the coefficients of the mapping functions
u = f1 (x,y)

(4 -

1)

v = f 2 (x,y)

(4 -

2)

(4

-

3)

(4

-

4)

and of the inverse mapping functions
x = f1 *(u,v)
Y= f 2*(u,v)

by means of the selected pairs of control points
- performance of the mapping process.
The selection of pairs of corresponding control points is
partially automated. In general we will select corresponding
features in both images visually and mark their respective
location on our COMTAL display. Particularly well suited locations for the selection of control points are locations
with high contrasts and for our purposes such locations on
roads or in the neighbourhood of roads like crossings of roads
or buildings near roads (fig. 4.6).
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Fig. 4.6: Visual selection of corresponding control
points on a COMTAL display
If necessary we can achieve a higher accuracy of the coordinates of the control points by identifying them in printer
outputs of the respective image segments. For example we can
identify the center of gravity of an imaged building with
more confidence (fig. 4.7).
The main difference between both registration algorithms is
their use of different mathematical models:
-

a projective mapping,

-

a polynomial mapping.
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The projective mapping function /4/
0 + a1 * x + a 2
U = a-(4

c0

*

y

-5)

* x + c 2 *y

b 0 + b I * x + b*

y(46)

co

y

c1
1+

x + c2

provides a strictly affine mapping (translation, rotation,
scaling, projective distortion). The equations contain nine
unknown coefficients ai, bi and ci which reduce to eight after
division by one nonzero coefficient. It is possible to set up
a linear equation system which allows the determination of
the eight coefficients by means of four pairs of control points.
To guarantee the greatest possible accuracy the control points
should be located in the corners of the overlapping area of
both images.
Initially we wanted to apply the projective mapping. From the
beginning, we were aware of the fact that exact matching by
this method can only be achieved under three conditions:
- the selected control points must be properly distributed
- the selected control points must lie on one plane
- only points of this same plane can be mapped correctly
with respect to our requirements.
And we were also aware of the fact that it is usually rather
difficult if not impossible to satisfy all three conditions.
So we expected a certain amount of deviations of the mapped
lines from the actual lines. But after the test of this method
we realized that the differences were bigger than we had expected, possibly due to considerable elevations of the terrain
imaged. So we had to look for a different method. We finally
settled with the polynomial mapping, which proved to be well
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suited for our purposes. The polynomial mapping function /5/
has the following form:
U = g0(x)

+ gl(x,y)

(4 -

7)

v = h 0 (y) + h (x,y)

(4 -

8)

The mapping function consists of a part (go and h0 ), whose
task it is to take care of uniform, global distortions and
another part (g, and h I ), whose task it is to eliminate the
local differences. In the images, which we have processed,
the only uniform distortion is a translation in x- and y-direction. So the functions go and h0

(4 - 9 and 4 - 10) are

defined accordingly. For this purpose the algorithm requires
one pair of control points P 0 (x 0 1 Y0 ), Q0 (u 0 1 v 0 ). The separate
elimination of global distortions between both images by go
and h0 is optional, i.e. we need not compute the two functions
go and h 0 . The functions g, and h,

(4 -

11 and 4 -

12) will

do the job, too. However, if we do compute go and h0 we will
achieve a satisfactory mapping more easily.
(4 - 9)
(4 - 10)

(x0 - u 0 )
(y 0 - v 0 )

g0 (x) = x h0 (Y) = y -

n
g1 (x,y) = k
k=l ak * SQRT[(x-xk)

+ (y-yk)'
(4

h 1 (x,y)

=

E

k= 1

bk * SQRT [(x-xk)

-

11)

+ (y-yk
(4 -

+ SF]

1

+ SF]

12)

n: number of control points
For the determination of the n unknown coefficients ak and bk
it is necessary to solve the following linear equation systems:

4b
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1i n1 k=1 ak

*

SORT((x-xk)0

+ (y-yk)2

+ SF) = ui-g0(x]

(4 - 13)

i <n L= 1 bk
1<An[2i

*

SQRT((x-xk 2

"

(y-Yk)

+ SF) = vi-h 0 (Yi)]

(4 - 14)
with n control points P.(xj yj) in A (x,y)
n control points C. (uj,v.) in B (u,v)
smoothing factor SF = c * min[(x-xk)2

+ (y-yk)]

i ,k=1 ,n
i~k
(4 -

15)

constant c
number of control points n.
The number of linear equations is always equal to the number
of unknown coefficients and both are equal to the number of
control points. In the case of the polynomial mapping it is
advisable to locate some control points in the corners of the
overlapping area of both images as well as at those parts of
the images which are of special interest. In both cases, in
the case of the projective mapping as well as in the case of
the polynomial mapping two sets of coefficients are computed,
one for the mapping from A to B and the inverse one for the
mapping from B to A. The character of both methods can be
illustrated very well by the rectification of a grid (fig.
4.8, fig. 4.9).
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Fig. 4.8: Registration with the pojectmive method
a) distorted grid; b) rectified grid
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We will close the description of the registration algorithms
with some details concerning the polynomial registration method:
A registration with this. method is

in essence an interpolation

between control points. The smoothing factor SF causes the
interpolated plane to be more or less smooth. With c = 0.6
for example it will be smoother than with c = 0.
Theoretically the number of pairs of control points has no
upper limit. In the case of the 8000 * 8000 pixel images that
we have processed we have experimented with 10 to 65 pairs of
control points and have achieved good to excellent results
using sets of 15 or more pairs of control points. Finally,
it took approximately 5 seconds CPU time at the different
stages of the process for mapping the extraction results
from one image into the other image.
4.4 Verification procedure
The verification procedure is used to test the prediction that
a line object with certain predefined features exists at a
given location in the image. For instance if we have extracted
some object parts in the left image of a stereo pair, we want
to examine, whether we can find the same object parts also in
the right image and vice versa. Only if the line object can be
extracted in both images at corresponding locations it is accepted as final result. This tends to be very restrictive, because even if the line is clearly visible in one image the
corresponding part in the stereo partner may be occluded and
therefore the result is discarded.
We have to map the maximum length polygons, which are listed
in the file MLPILCL created by the maximum length polygon compilation, from the coordinate system of IL to the coordinate
system of IR to get the corresponding locations. This will be

eq
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done with the polynomial registration algorithm described in
section 4.3. We distribute the control points in the overlapping area of the stereo pair to guarantee that the predicted
locations for line objects differ only to a small amount from
the correct locations. A maximum of 12 pixels misregistration
can be tolerated. The mapped maximum length polygons extracted
in IL (listed in the file MLPILCR) are used by the verification procedure as predictions for the existence of line objects in IR. At the predicted locations in IR the verification
procedure tries to find a line object of the predefined kind
by use of a modification of the regional extraction method,
which is shortly described in section 4.1 and in more detail
in /l/. If parts of the line object can be found the respective parts of the polygons are accepted as final results for
both images. They will be entered in the lists of accepted
polygons APLIRCR and APLILCR. The latter one has to be mapped
back to the coordinate system of IL to produce APLILCL. To
get a final graphic result they are also entered in the result
matrices of both images, in RMIR with the symbol E for external and in RMIL with the symbol I for internal. If it is not
possible to extract the line objects in the right image at the
predicted locations, the extraction results from IL may possibly be wrong and are discarded. Starting from the dead ends,
which are defined by the end pieces of accepted polygon parts,
a continuation extraction can take place.
In the following sections the different parts of the verification procedure are described in more detail.
4.4.1 Kernel of the verification procedure
The mapped extraction results are listed in the file MLPILCR
respectively MLPIRCL as polygons of maximum length, which means
that each polygon ends either in a dead end or in an intersection. Each of the polygons is defined by the set of its
vertices. According to the direction of the segments a chain
of areas of interest (AoIs) is positioned along each polygon
(see fig. 4.10).
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Fig. 4.10: Example of an AoI chain
Let d be the distance between two neighbouring vertices P, Q
and din, dM the minimal and maximal allowed lengths of an Aol.
If formula
dm _, d

_<dM

(4 - 16)

is valid, then the two vertices P, Q are taken as end points
of an area of interest. An AoI should have a minimal length
to guarantee that a part of the line object is contained in
the AoI, which is long enough to allow a profound decision
on its properties. Theoretically no upper limit exists for
the length of an AoI, but within the implementation the length
must not exceed a practical limit.
If the distance between two neighbouring vertices P and Q is
less than the minimal required length dm, it is examined, if
the following segment QR of the polygon can be combined with
the segment PQ to define an AoI. This is possible, if the angle
between PQ and QR does not exceed an angle ALPHA, where ALPHA
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limits the maximal allowed curvature of a line object in an AoI.
If the length of the resultant PR is still less than the minimal required length of an AoI, it is examined, if the following segment RS can also be used to define a common Aol. This
is possible, if the angle between QR and RS and the angle between PQ and RS is less than ALPHA.
If the angle between such short neighbouring segments is greater than ALPHA an AoI must be defined for each segment separately. With the chosen degree of resolution only very few (if any)
curves occur, which have such a high curvature. If the length
of a polygon segment P0 is larger than the maximal allowed
distance dM, the segment PQ is equidistantly divided until the
parts fulfill formula (4 - 16). The width of the AoI is chosen
big enough to cope with the amount of misregistration of the
mapping algorithm,.
Each maximum length polygon of the mapped results is examined
separately. At this stage of the procedure no difference is
made whether a polygon ends in a dead end or an intersection.
The branches of a node of the line network will be identified
during a reconstruction step for the crossings (see section
4.4.3). Each area of interest of a chain is examined with the
regional extraction method according to the predefined description of the line object searched.
After the evaluation of two neighbouring AoIs of a chain the
distance between the two endpoints of the object parts accepted
(if any), which point to each other is calculated. If the
distance is very small (less than 10 pixels) the two verification results are linked without further examination. If the
distance is of medium size (say 10 to 20 pixels) a comparison
of the directions of the two found parts is done. If the parts
are nearly collinear (if they differ in the direction to a
small amount) they are also linked. Otherwise an intermediate
AoI is defined by the two endpoints directed to each other
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(see fig. 4.11). Let ABC and DE be two object parts, which
could be detected by evaluating two neighbouring AoIs, then
an intermediate AoI with endpoints C and D is defined, because
the angle BETAbetween AC and DE does not permit, to interpolate
the line CD. If a new part of the line object can be extracted,
it is connected to the two previously found parts. An intermediate Aol will also be defined if the distance di between
the object parts is greater than 20 pixels but less than dM.
If a bigger gap has been produced the area will not be searched
any more and a final dead end is defined at the open ends of
the polygon parts. An intermediate AoI is also examined, if
for the distance df between the first found point of the first
AoI of a chain and the first point of the mapped polygon formula (4 - 17) is valid. The same is done for the distance dl
at the other end of the polygon.
< dil!;d
20

<

df

d

(4 -17)

dl

B

Fig. 4.11: Example of an intermediate AoI
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If a gap in the verification result cannot be bridged by
evaluating an intermediate AoI we want to accept only these
parts of the mapped extraction line, which correspond to the
parts of the line object, which we have found. Therefore the
endpoints of the accepted polygon parts are projected onto the
mapped maximum length polygon and the remainder of the line
is cutted off. Let R', S' be the endpoints of the accepted
polygon then RS will be the accepted part of the verification
input, see figure 4.12.

Fig. 4.12: Example of the projection of an accepted polygon
part onto the verification input
There are three different

kinds of acceptance for a polygon:

- a polygon is completely accepted
- a polygon is partly accepted
- a polygon is not at all accepted.
The accepted polygon parts are listed in the file APLILCL respectively APLIRCR and the accepted input polygon parts in the
file APLIRCL respectively APLILCR. These have to be mapped
back to the image, in which they were extracted originally and

-36inserted in the result matrix. This will be explained in more
detail in section 4.4.2. The accepted polygon parts will be
entered in the result matrix of the image, in which they were
verified, with the symbol E (external). This signifies that
they were extracted originally elsewhere (in the image of the
stereo partner).
To get an access to the separate parts of the accepted polygons two different kinds of dead ends are defined at their
ends:
-

verification dead ends:

These will be used for a continuation extraction and defined
at the ends of the accepted parts of a polygon nearest to
the endpoints of the verification input. Let AB be a mapped
maximal length polygon, P'Q', R'S' and T'U' three accepted
parts and P"Q'', R''S'' and T'U'' their projections. Then
a verification dead end will be defined at the endpoints
P' and U', if the line AP'' respectively U''B is only a few
pixels long (see figure 4.13). The verification dead ends
will also be used for the reconstruction of intersections.
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Fig. 4.13: Examples of verification dead ends
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final dead ends:

These will be used during the final result processing. No
further extraction is tried at these locations in any of
the images.
4.4.2 Backmapping and reinsertion of accepted polygons
After all mapped maximum length polygons have been processed
by the verification algorithm, some accepted polygon parts
have probably been produced. To get a final result for both
images containing all accepted polygon parts, independent of
the image in which they were extracted and in which they were
verified, with corresponding coordinates respective to the
correct coordinate systems, the accepted parts of the verification input have to be mapped back to the coordinate system
of the image, in which they have been extracted originally.
The result of the backmapping will be listed in file APLILCL
respectively APLIRCR. The lines contained in these files will
be entered in the proper result matrix with the symbol I, marking that these lines were extracted from the related image and
verified in the stereo partner image.
During the extraction process all lines found were inserted
in the result matrix, but erased during the maximum length polygon compilation. By reinserting the accepted parts we can
distinguish results already verified from results newly extracted (not yet verified). Furtheron it is possible to distinguish during the final result processing, where a certain
line was originally extracted and in which image it was verified.
Due to accessibility and storage reasons the backmapping can
take place immediately after the verification processing but
not the reinsertion of the accepted polygon parts. During the
verification processing segments of the image gray level matrix and the result matrix must be accessible. This is only
possible according to our computer system installation, if both
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files are loaded via a disk. The disk has only space enough
for two files of such a big size, for we need about 125000
blocks of 512 bytes each out of 340000 for one file. If we
would like to reinsert the accepted polygons during the run
of the verification program, we had to use a second disk for
the result matrix of the stereo partner, which was not available.
Therefore the reinsertion of the accepted polygons is done
before the results of the continuation extraction from the
stereo partner image are submitted to verification. Hence before the final result processing the reinsertion of the last
verified and accepted results has to be done.
4.4.3 Reconstruction of intersections
For explanation, it is assumed that the line network was extracted in IL and verified in IR. In the verification process
gaps may occur at positions in IR, where a polygon of IL was
only partly accepted. Often such gaps occur at intersections
of polygons. A typical example for such a gap is shown in figure 4.14. In a further treatment of the line network a reconstruction of such intersections is possible.
The coordinates of the vertices of polygons accepted are stored
in the file APLIRCR. The verification dead ends (see section
4.4.1) are stored in the file VDEIRCR. Segment PO (fig. 4.14)
is an example for such a dead end. During the process of reconstruction, these files are updated, and the results are entered into the result matrix of IR: The reconstruction of intersections is achieved by searching a segment QC inside a
certain area, with minimum distance between the dead end PQ
and another polygon. For this purpose an area of investigation,
which has the shape of a kite, is defined. If a segment OC can
be found inside the area of investigation, the symbol E (external) will be entered into the result matrix and the coordi-
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nates of the vertices 0 and C of the new polygon segment are
stored in the file APLIRCR, and the dead end PO is deleted in
the file VDEIRCR.

LF

Fig. 4.14: Example of an incomplete intersection with the
defined area of investigation
The reconstruction of intersections takes place in the result
matrix. The investigation proceeds as follows:
1. The border of the area of investigation is entered into the
result matrix with the symbol B as an identifier. The identifier is only entered, if no symbol is already entered in
the matrix element of the border. The starting point 0 of
the area of investigation is identical to the second point
of the dead end PQ. The main axis QF is defined in the same
direction as the dead end. Our tests of the images available
have shown that the lengths of the axes should be set to 20
matrix elements for the main axis QF and 12 matrix elements
for the smaller axis RL.
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2. For the search inside the kite, the matrix elements of the
result matrix in the area are investigated in a special
sequence of elementary steps. Such a sequence results from
a step in x- and y-direction, both are not greater than one
matrix element. The sequence of the steps is according to
the numbers in figure 4.15. The first step is done on the
main axis QF, starting with the point Q. If there is no
entry in the result matrix at this position, the search is
continued on "circles" with regard to the central point Q.
The first entry of the result matrix which can be found inside the area of investigation is the matrix element C (see
fig. 4.16), which has the minimum distance to the starting
point Q. In this search algorithm the direction of the main
axis is favoured.

P

Fig. 4.15: Diagram of the search algorithm
3. In a further part of the procedure the segment QC will be
interpolated. Hence the symbol E (external) is entered into
the result matrix. This entry signifies that these matrix
elements are entered in the result matrix of the image, in
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which they are verified. In the final result processing
(see section 4.5), in which this algorithm is used, too,
matrix elements of such segments are entered with the symbol I (internal). In this case "internal" means that symbols are entered in the result matrix of the respective
image. Additionally, the coordinates of the vertices Q and
C of the segment are stored in the file APLIRCR and dead
end PQ is deleted in the file VDEIRCR. Fig. 4.16 shows the
result of an investigation.

xx

Fig. 4.16: Principle sketch for the interpolation of the
segment QC in an area of investigation
Additionally to the reconstruction of intersections, it is
possible to complete the line network at other positions, too.
Polygons, which are interrupted by short gaps can be completed
with the help of this algorithm (see section 4.5).
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4.5 Final result processing
The final result processing is the last procedure of the coincident line extraction from stereo image pairs. It is used to
compile the lists of final result polygons of both images related to their respective coordinate systems. Thus we get two
lists of polygons representing corresponding line objects,
which can be used to calculate the parallaxes in the overlapping area of the two images.
After a few iterations of extraction and verification, the
next continuation extraction process will produce only a small
amount of new results. If this does not contribute significant.ly to the total result accepted up to this mment it is not
worthwhile to continue the cycle of extraction and verification
processing.
At this moment there exist several files concerning the final
results:
- the result matrices RMIL and RMIR containing all accepted
polygons in raster representation
- the files APLILCL and APLIRCR with the lists of accepted
polygons
- the files FDEILCL and FDEIRCR containing the final dead
ends.
Due to transportability and storage reasons it is much more
desirable to save the final result polygons in the vector format, but the polygons of APLILCL and APLIRCR are stored on a
first come first store basis, even so the result of each extraction and verification step is locally sorted. Because this
is very unsuitable for further processing, the list of final
maximum length polygons is compiled for both images. Fig. 4.17
shows the sequence of processing steps to get the list of
maximum length polygons for IL.
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ME RCR

FDEILCL

mapping

FDE RCL

centering

CFD IRCL

mixing

MFDEIICL

bridging of gaps
AFD fILCL

maximum length polygon compilation
FML ILCL
Fig. 4.17: Sequence of the final result processing steps
Starting from the final dead ends listed in the files FDEILCL
and FDEIRCR the maximum length polygons are calculated. The
fir.l dead ends are iefined in six different cases listed
below:
-

at the ends of a partly accepted polygon, if the first
respectively last accepted point is more than a few pixels
distant ft.m the end of the verification input (see section
4.4.1)
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- at the ends of each accepted polygon part (except these mentioned above) if a polygon could only partly be accepted
- at the ends of an earlier accepted result, if the first
accepted point of the appending mapped polygon is more than
two pixels apart
- at the ends of an earlier accepted result, if the appending
mapped polygon could not at all be accepted
- at the ends of an accepted polygon, if no continuation extraction was possible at this location
- at the ends of an accepted polygon, if a
traction was possible but it was decided
of extraction and verification should be
verification processing was done for the
polygon.

continuation exthat the cycle
stopped and no
newly detected

Notice that the sets of final dead ends are totally disjunct,
for if we define a final dead end, we have already examined
the corresponding location in the other image of the stereo
pair and either defined at this position a break off dead end
or we found a part of a line object. Therefore if we want to
calculate the final result with the maximum length polygon
compilation for example IL, we need the dead ends of the file
FDEILCL as well as these of the file FDEIRCR and we have to
map the dead ends listed in FDEIRCR from the right to the left
image coordinate system. This will yield the file FDEIRCL.
Due to the slight inaccuracy of the (polynomial) registration
algorithm we get some deviations between the mapped final dead
ends and the ends of the accepted polygons in RMIL. By using
another modification of the regional extraction method REM we
cope with these irregularities and shift the mapped final dead
ends to the correct locations. This will be called centering
and works as follows:
Let P, Q be the endpoints of a mapped final dead end. The line
PQ has approximately the correct location and direction. To
center the dead end represented by the line PO we choose an
area of interest for evaluating by REM with the same direction

Ae.
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as the dead end. We elongate the line PQ to both sides to get
a line P'Q' with a length of about 40 pixels (see fig. 4.18),
because a dead end is very short (about 6 pixels). The points
P', Q' define the endpoints of the AoI. The width of the AoI
is chosen equivalent to the width of the AoIs used in the verification process. By choosing this area of interest it is
guaranteed that we can detect the end of the accepted polygon.
This is very easy because the result matrix does not present
the difficulties of a gray level matrix, it contains only entries with the symbols I and E. Hence we need not make a profound examination of the AoI. The centered mapped final dead
ends are listed in the file CFDEIRCL.

Fig. 4.18: Example of the centering of a final dead end
Now the files FDEILCL and CFDEIRCL can be mixed and sorted
according to increasing values of coordinates to reduce the
loading time of result matrix segments during execution of
the next stepa. This will yield the file MFDEILCL.
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For each dead end listed in MFDEILCL it is examined, if a polygon is placed in the neighbourhood. There exist two main
possibilities that a dead end is encountered, which points
to another polygon nearby (see fig. 4.19). If the polygon on
the left hand side of figure 4.19a is accepted at an earlier
stage of the process cycle than the vertical line, we have
extracted an intersection, which was not recognized as such
till now. In figure 4.19b we have another situation. Let again
the polygon on the left hand side be accepted at an earlier
stage. If we had got another extraction result coming from the
right hand side up to the end of the accepted line and the last
few pixels of this result could not be accepted, we get a small
gap in both images. But only the gap in the result matrix of
the image, in which the verification of the later result was
executed, was bridged as described in section 4.4.3. This algorithm is also used now to bridge any small gap left. If a
connection with another polygon is possible the respective
dead end will be deleted, so we get the file AFDEILCL with the
absolute final dead ends.

IIIIII

I
I
I

EEEEE

I

->

IIIIIII

I

a)

b)

Fig. 4.19: Examples of small gaps
Starting from the dead ends listed in AFDEIICL we execute the
maximum length polygon compilation to get the final result
list F74LPILCL for IL.
To get the list of maximum length polygons also for IR, we have
to perform the final result processing once more, this time on
the basis of RMIR and by mapping the file FDEIWL to the right
image coordinate system.
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5. Presentation of the results
5.1 FIM image processing system
The FIM image processing system configuration is shown in fig.
5.1. The transparencies delivered were scanned on our OPTRONICS
C4500 device. Each image was scanned with a 25 am raster to
produce image matrices of 9201 x 9201 pixels stored on magnetic tape (three tapes per image). To get rid of some distorted
parts at the image boundaries and to comply with the idea of
mosaicing the image into overlapping segments of 1024 x 1024
pixels each, we selected a central part of 7968 x 7968 pixels
of each image scanned as input data to our extraction procedure.
For both stereo image pairs the overlapping area amounts to a
size of approx. 4200 x 7968 pixels. When stored on a RP 06 disk
as input data to the extraction procedure, each image occupies
approx. 64 Mbyte of the 176 Mbyte storage available. As the
procedure requires a result matrix of the same size for each
image, it was not possible to provide both images of the stereo pair for direct access at the same time. Therefore, we decided to produce separate extraction results from each of the
big images of 7968 x 7968 pixels each and to submit sections
of 4000 x 4000 pixels to the process of coincident line extraction. These sections of the stereo image pairs covered the interesting parts of the overlapping areas and could be stored
on disk simultaneously. There is a third reason for this decision pertaining to the computational time required for the
complete process; this will be explained in the following.
5.2 Extraction results in images of 8000 x 8000 pixels
To demonstrate, analyze and assess the performance of the extraction procedure we applied the process to all three images
separately, using different parameter sets. For this sequence
of results, three variable parameters will demonstrate the
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flexibility, the robustness and the performance of the extraction methods:
- the different input data, representing the same area of
the ground
- the different width that we allowed for the line objects
- the different amount of contrast that we required for a peak
to be accepted as cross section of a line object. The type
of contrast was always set to "bright", i.e. we were always
extracting roads, only.
The following figures show prints of the three aerial images
of 7968 x 7968 pixels which we used:
- transparency No. 52 has been renamed S5105S and is shown
in fig. 5.2
- transparency No. 54 has been renamed S5107S and is shown
in fig. 5.3
- transparency No. 56 has been renamed S5109S and is shown
in fig. 5.4.
On each figure a transparent grid is overlayed to indicate
the location of 8 x 8 subimages which will be referenced during
the explanation of the results. The first series of extraction
runs was performed on each input image using the standard parameter value set, including
- amount of contrast required:
- width of the line objects:

15 gray levels
2 to 5 pixels

The results are shown in figures 5.5 through 5.7 for the images
No. 52, No. 54 and No. 56 respectively. Regarding these results
a few general remarks are obvious:
-

the characteristics of the results are unchanged when compared to the previous project /1/; the network of roads is
not totally complete and not always connected; there are some
gaps, but no significant faults

4
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Fig.

5.:Transparency No. 54
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Fig.

5.4: Transparency No. 56
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- the identity of area imaged can easily be detected by
corresponding parts of the network of roads: segments
No. 45, 46, 53 and 54 of fig. 5.5 correspond to segments
No. 13, 14, 21, 22, 29 and 30 of fig. 5.6, segment No.
62 of fig. 5.6 corresponds to segment No. 30 of fiq. 5.7,
etc.
- although the results are comparable globally, there exist
considerable local differences: compare segments No. 33,
34, 41 and 42 of fig. 5.5 to segments No. 9, 10, 17 and
18 of fig. 5.6 or segments 38 and 39 of fig. 5.6 to segments No. 6 and 7 of fig. 5.7. The local differences are
not only due to the different image quality, but also to
the different camera position. This will be confirmed by
other results presented in the following
- neither broad lines such as the different lanes of the
highway nor very small lines such as the walkways through
the forests (upper right part of image No. 52) have been
extracted due to the specific values of the parameter
"width". Other results will follow which complement these
results with regard to line width.

The computer time required to produce these results have been
measured and are shown in table 5.1. Individual CPU times of
the four main program sections are shown as well as the total
CPU time and the total elapsed time which includes CPU time
and idle time due to waiting for I/O data transfer. All values
of computer time are approximate:

although we can tap the in-

ternal computer clock, we decided to omit single minutes and
seconds, because there is a lot of inferior functions involved
in the whole procedure which require a few seconds each and
are not worth mentioning. The total elapsed time may, in some
cases, be influenced by the time sharing multi job computer
operation environment and should be assessed with respect to
our computer system only. From the values indicated in table
5.1 it is obvious that:

- a significant amount of CPU time is necessary to process
the I/O requirements (i.e. selecting the respective image
and result submatrix out of the unsegmented image or result
matrix on disk storage)
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- more than 50% of CPU time required for image data evaluation
itself (i.e. - starting point search, IEM and REM) is spent
for searching starting points, which is the only function
working systematically on the image data. Although there
seems to be optimization potential in this function, we feel
confirmed in our view to prefer object guided image data
evaluation and to avoid systematic, uniform image data
evaluation
- although LEM and REM contribute an approximate share of
50% to the total extraction result respectively, LEM requires much less CPU time for its operations, i.e. it operates faster than REM
- the total CPU time amounts to between 4 and 5 hours which
is comparable to the values we measured during the previous
project /1/, but does not comply with the projected decrease
of the CPU time requirement stated at the beginning of this
current task. Due to the change of the subimage size from
512 x 512 pixels to 1024 x 1024 pixels we initially achieved
a decrease by a factor of two. However, as we discovered
later that an unsegmented storage of the image (and result)
matrix was necessary and, in consequence, a windowing function to load the respective submatrix was required each time,
we lost the initial processing speed advantage
- the total CPU time differs for the three images; this is
due to the differing amount of resulting polygons, i.e.
for large parts of image No. 52 no line object with the
porperties specified were detected; hence, the whole process was faster
- the total elapsed time extends to approx. twice the amount
of the total CPU time. This indicates that a lot of idle
time is wasted by waiting for the data to be loaded from
or stored onto disk. A virtual addressing technique, offered
by DEC and other computer manufacturers, could cut down
these idle times considerably.
The following sequence of experiments refers to image No. 56
as input data, because this image contains the most dense network of lines. The first experiment addressed the different
possibilities to complete extraction results from an image
by additional evaluation of the same image with different parameter values. Figure 5.8 shows the result of a continuation
extraction from image No. 56; the contrast requirement was set
to 15 gray levels as before, the width tolerance was changed
to 4 to 6 pixels; the extraction was performed on the basis of

-

the result shown in

fig. 5.7,
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i.e. only additional results not

already contained in the result matrix were generated by starting the extraction procedure at every dead end of that run and
at every new starting point found in addition to the existing
result. It can be seen from fig. 5.8, that a lot of short continuations and additions was found under these extraction conditions. The computer times for this run are shown in line
four of table 5.1: image data transfer processing time of 85
min again took 40% of the total CPU time, which amounted to
205 min, starting point processing time of 50 min amounted to
one half of the previous value only, obviously because not many additional starting points could be found, and the total
elapsed time again amounted to approx. twice the quantity of
the total CPU time. Fig. 5.9 shows an overlay of the result
within the line width tolerance of 2 to 6 pixels. Comparing
figures 5.7 and 5.9, one can notice the completion and the
connection of parts previously separated (see segments No. 4,
6, 9, 19, 36, etc.). However, within the boundaries of the
city in the middle of the image, quite a lot of short and disconnected resulting line segments still exists. This problem
was no subject of the current research project; as far as we
know, no satisfying solution to this problem seems to exist.
To complement the experiment described above, we performed a
separate extraction from image No. 56 with the same parameter
values, i.e. a contrast requirement of 15 gray levels and a
width tolerance of 4 to 6 pixels. The result of this run
did not update a result matrix previously filled; the run
started from a blank result matrix and searched its own starting points (see fig. 5.10). The resulting lines consist of
several extended parts of the line network; many parts of this
result are identical to the corresponding parts of the result
shown in figure 5.7, because the width tolerances were overlapping in both cases. It is also obvious that the significant
parts of the continuation result shown in fig. 5.8 are covered
by the result of this separate extraction, because the width
tolerances were identical in both cases.
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The processing time for the result shown in fig. 5.10 is indicated in line five of table 5.1. The total CPU time of 185
min is less than the amount required for the continuation extraction. This decrease is obviously due to the high dearee
connectivity of the extraction result. Remember that a break
off dead end always is produced by REM; the big number of dead
ends shown in fig. 5.8 (continuation extraction) requires a
big share of REM activity (60 min CPU time), whereas a comparatively small number of dead ends of the connected line network shown in fig. 5.10 (separate, initial extraction with
identical line parameters) requires less REM activity (30 min
CPU time). The amount of image data transfer processing time
is again in the same range (95 min CPU time).
Figure 5.11 shows the overlay of the results from fig. 5.7
and fig. 5.1U. Theoretically, this composite should be identical to the composite shown in fig. 5.9, although they were
generated in different ways. Indeed, with the exception of a
few locations (segment No. 8, 9, 15, 18 and 61) the results
are identical!
The presentation of extraction results from single images is
concluded by a sequence addressing the impact of the contrast
threshold. Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show extraction results
from image No. 56, using a constant line width tolerance of 2
to 6 pixels, but an increasing contrast requirement of 15, 20
and 25 gray levels respectively. Comparing these results the
following remarks can be stated:
- the basic network of roads is identical in all three results; this proves that the extraction procedure is not too
sensitive to differing contrasts
- with increasing contrast requirements a slightly decreasing
amount of extraction results is generated; especially the
number of short, isolated extraction results decreases; the
degree of connectivity of the extended parts of the results
remains constant, approximately
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with increasing contrast requirements the processing time
(indicated in lines 6 through 8 of table 5.1) decreases
significantly from 335 min via 285 min to 250 min of total
CPU time. With an approximately constant amount of time
for image data transfer processing, the processing time
required for the starting point search and for REM decreases
significantly. This reflects the fact that - with increasing
contrast requirements - a decreasing number of starting
points satisfies the requirements (thus eliminating some
false starting points, because the majority of lines is
still extracted) and a decreasing number of short, isolated
line segments with dead ends at each end necessitates REM
activity.

Finally, the results shown in figures 5.9, 5.11 and 5.12 deserve comments, because all three should display identical
results, generated in three different ways:
- identical image data

- identical parameter values (contrast requirement of 15 gray
levels, line width tolerance of 2 to 6 pixels)
- identical extraction procedure; however, the first two results are composites of two extraction results each, whereas the third result was produced by a single extraction
run.
In fact, differences between those three extraction results
are hardly noticeable: see segments No. 8, 9 and 35 for differences in contrast to the majority of the segments which
contain results of a very high degree of similarity. The generation of the third result required the smallest amount of
processing time (335 min of total CPU time), because the other
results required two extraction runs each. This proves that,
within reasonable limits of line width tolerance, the extraction procedure is nearly insensitive to varying line width,
which renders the generation of composite results by different,
selective extraction runs dispensable.
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Table 5.1: Processing times for the extraction experiments in
single images
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5.3 Results of coincident extraction in stereo image pairs
of 4000 x 4000 pixels
Two different arguments influenced the decision to apply the
procedure of coincident line extraction from images of a stereo
pair to an image size of 4000 x 4000 pixels:
- by extrapolating the processing time measured for the
evaluation of single images of 8000 x 8000 pixels, we
calculated a total amount of processing time for the
procedure of coincident extraction, which would not allow
its application to images of 8000 x 8000 pixels
- the area covered by both images of each stereo pair is
limited to 4200 x 8000 pixels approximately; it would,
therefore, be a waste of processing time to evaluate a
complete frame of 8000 x 8000 pixels, where only half of
the result could have been mapped into the stereo partner
image for verification and update.
Thus, we decided to limit the stereo evaluation to the central
part of the overlapping area of a stereo pair: we selected
corresponding sections of the images No. 54 (see fig. 5.15)
and No. 56 (see fig. 5.16); the size of each section was chosen to amount to 4000 x 4000 pixels exactly, which equals
4 x 4 segments of 1024 x 1024 pixels each, with 32 pixels of
overlapping between the segments. The stereo pair of images
No. 54 and 56 was chosen because of the density of the line
network in the overlapping area. To show the various effects
of differing image quality, we decided to run two experiments
of coincident extraction from one stereo pair of images by
starting the procedure in image No. 54 and starting the procedure in image No. 56. The results will be shown subsequently.
Processing times have been measured and will be explained.
The first run of coincident extraction starts the initial extraction from image No. 54. The extraction parameters were set
to standard values:
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Fig..15:Central section of image No. 54 to be used as
left image" of the stereo pair
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Fig. 5.16: central section of image No. 56 to be used as
"right image" of the stereo pair
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- contrast type "peak"

-

(bright object)

- contrast requirement 15 gray levels
- width tolerance 2 to 5 pixels

Fig. 5.17 shows the result of this process. Due to the statistical aspects of the starting point search, this result
is not totally identical to the corresponding part of the
result shown in fig. 5.6. However, the basic parts of the
line network are identical. According to the philosophy of
the coincident extraction procedure, we consider these results as preliminary and try to verify them by evaluation of
the stereo partner image. The results of the processing steps
required for the purpose of verification, do not reveal much
information, but are shown here for reasons of completeness:

- the output of the maximum length polygon compilation (see
fig. 5.18) has an identical display, but a different internal format as its input data
- the output of the mapping process also has the same display
(see fig. 5.19), but it is now related to the coordinate
system of the stereo partner image No. 56.
The verification process evaluates image No. 56 along the predicted lines as shown in fig. 5.19. The result of this process
is shown in fig. 5.20: these are the lines predicted from
image No. 54 to exist in image No. 56 and accepted for image
No. 56 after evaluation of that image data. Notice the difference between the input (fig. 5.19) and the output (fig. 5.20)
of the verification process: some small parts of the predicted
lines were not accepted, which caused some additional gaps and
disconnections in the network of lines. At that time the corresponding network of accepted lines for image No. 54 has been
generated in the computer; it will be shown later, when we are
back to display results related to the coordinate system of
this image. Before that, we want to complete the network of
lines by continuing the extraction process at each dead end
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Fig. 5.17:. Result of initial extraction from image No.
as shown in fig. 5.15
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Fig. 5.18: Result of maximum length polygon compilation
of fig. 5.17
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Fig. 5.19:- Result of mapping the maximum length polygons
of fig. 5.18 to the coordinate system of image
No. 56 as shown in fig. 5.16
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Fig. 5.21: Result of the first continuation extraction
performed in image No. 56
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of the first verification
Fig. 5.22: Composite of the result result
of the first conthe
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Fig. 5.24: Composite of the result result
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Fig. 5.23: Result of the second verification process performed
in image No. 54
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and at new starting points in image No. 56. The extraction parameters are the same as mentioned above. The result of this
continuation extrp'ction shown in fig. 5.21 promises to be a
significant contribution to the resulting network of lines.
(Up to this moment, it is a promise only, because this continuation result has to pass the verification process, yet). To
demonstrate the possible completion and increasing connectivity of the extraction result we generated a Color print by
overlaying the first verification result (fig. 5.20) in yellow
and the (preliminary) result of the first continuation extraction (fig. 5.21) in blue as shown in fig. 5.22. The output of
the graphic result on a raster screen, together with the photo
process, does not produce the same print quality as a color
plot; however, it illustrates very well the complementary
steps of the extraction procedure.
The next steps in preparation of the second verification process are maximum length polygon compilation and mapping into
the coordinate system of image No. 54; their results are not
shown here. The result of the verification itself is shown in
fig. 5.23. By comparing fig. 5.21 (the first continuation of
the extraction) and fig. 5.23 (the accepted parts of this continuation extraction result) one can notice that the majority
of lines has been accepted and only short segments have been
rejected. Remember that fig. 5.23 shows true results for image
No. 54, predicted by extraction from image No. 56, generated
by evaluation of image No. 54 and related to its coordinate
system. Accordingly, the corresponding parts of accepted
results are generated for image No. 56, and will be shown
later.
As a second color overlay, we present the composite of this
verification result in violet color with the result of the
first verification process (in yellow), both related to the
coordinate system of image No. 54. It can be seen that there
is not much difference to the result shown in fig. 5.22, the
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blue part of which lacked verification. It remains to be
stressed that the first extraction result from an aerial
image (image No. 54 in our example), independent of the power
of the extraction methods, can be completed by another evaluation of the same image data via the proper prediction of high
probability locations.
And the procedure is not at its end, yet. A second continuation
of the extraction, performed on the data of image No. 54 follows. The result shown in fig. 5.25 may still be a remarkable
contribution to the final extraction result. Skipping the presentation of the results of maximum length polygon compilation
and mapping into the corresponding coordinate system, we present the verification result as the actual contribution of
this step to the final result (see fig. 5.26). At this stage
of the whole extraction procedure we decided to stop the evaluations. A third continuation extraction was initiated to work
on dead ends still existing in image No. 56; the result of this
run shown in fig. 5.27 was not submitted to verification and,
hence, not incorporated in the final result.
Thus, at the end of these three iterations of extraction and
verification processes, the final results for both images of
the stereo pair will be available as shown in fig. 5.28 for
image No. 54 and fig. 5.29 for image No. 56. These results
need the following comments:
-

fig. 5.28 shows, in yellow, extraction results from image
No. 54 which have been confirmed by verification in image
No. 56, and, it shows, in blue, verification results of
image No. 54, which have been extracted from image No. 56
to be used as a prediction of their existence in image
No. 54. In other words, all these results are generated
by direct evaluation of the data of image No. 54 and they
are influenced (predicted or verified) by the evaluation
of the data of image No. 56. All these results are related
to the coordinate system of image No. 54
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Fig. 5.25: Result of the second continuation extraction
performed in image No. 54
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Fig._ 5.26: Result of the third verification prcf.-ra.:i
In image No. 56
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Fig. 5.27: Result of the third continuation extraction performed in image No. 56, which is not added to
the final result
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Fig. 5.28: Final result for image No. 54 consisting of
extraction results from image No. 54 (yellow)
and prediction results from image No. 56 (blue)

Fig. 5.29: Final result for image No. 56 consisting of
prediction results from image No. 54 (yellow)
and extraction results from image No. 56 (blue)
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- correspondingly, fig. 5.29 shows, in yellow, verification
results from image No. 56, which have been extracted from
image No. 54 to be used as a prediction of their existence
in image No. 56, and it shows, in blue, extraction results
from image No. 56 which have been confirmed by verification
in image No. 54. In other words, all these results are generated by direct evaluation of the data of image No. 56
and they are influenced (predicted or verified) by the
evaluation of the data of image No. 54. All these results
are related to the coordinate system of image No. 56
- besides this correspondence of the results, one can notice
a considerable completion and increase of connectivity of
the results by comparing the final results (e.g. fig. 5.28)
to the initial extraction (fig. 5.17).
The processing times required for this procedure of coincident
line extraction are indicated in table 5.2. From this table
it can be seen that:
-

for images of 4000 x 4000 pixels, CPU time requirements came
down to reasonable amounts

f

- in general, CPU times decrease for the higher numbered
iteration steps, due to the decreasing amount of results
- the total elapsed time is significantly extended by data
input and output.
For comparison, a second experiment of coincident line extraction from the same stereo image pair has been performed, starting from image No. 56. The same sequence of processing steps
has been initiated which generated the following sequence of
results:
- fig. 5.30 shows the result of the initial extraction from
image No. 56. Note the difference to fig. 5.17, espec. segments No. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 14, 16. Besides the different
camera position, differing image quality must be responsible
for these differing results
- fig. 5.31 shows the result of the maximum length polygon
compilation
- fig. 5.32 shows the result of mapping the polygons into the
coordinate system of image No. 54

I
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Process

-

CPU time

Elapsed time

initial extraction

60

120

First MLP compilation

35

150

First mapping

0.1

0.2

First verification

95

325

First continuation extraction

65

115

Second MLP compilation

20

100

Second mapping

0.1

0.3

Second verification

95

520*

Second continuation extraction

25

65

Third MLP compilation

15

70

0.1

1

Third verification

55

285*

Third continuation extraction

15

85

Third mapping

Final result processing

125

585*

Table 5.2: Processing times for coincident extraction starting
from image No. 54 (approximate time in minutes)
*

process was running during day time under computer time

sharing conditions
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Fig. 5.31: Result of maximum length polygon compilation
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Fig. 5.32: Result of mapping the maximum length polygons of
fig. 5.31 to the coordinate system of image No. 54
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- fig. 5.33 shows the result of the verification in image
No. 54
- fig. 5.34 shows the result of the first continuation extraction from image No. 54 which generates a significant
amount of new lines
- the color print of fig. 5.35 shows a composite of the verification result (fig. 5.33) in yellow and the continuation
extraction result (fig. 5.34) in blue. The completion effect
is obvious
- the color print of fig. 5.36 shows, for image No. 56, a
composite of the accepted part of the initial extraction
result (in yellow) and the accepted part of the first
continuation extraction result (in violet) which came from
image No. 54 and was used, after applying the mapping function, to guide the second verification process
- fig. 5.37 shows the result of the second continuation extraction which works on the data of image No. 56. This result is submitted to verification in image No. 54; the presentation of this operation's result is onitted
- fig. 5.38 and 5.39 show the final results for image No. 56
and No. 54 respectively. In both figures the yellow part
of the line network resulted from extraction processing
in image No. 56 and verification in image No. 54, the blue
part of the line network resulted from the extraction process in image No. 54 with verification in image No. 56
- fig. 5.40 shows the result of a third continuation extraction from image No. 54, which does not contribute significantly to the final result, and, hence, was used as a reason to stop the whole procedure of extraction and verification.

Comparing the final results of both experiments, i.e. fig. 5.29
to fig. 5.38 and fig. 5.28 to fig. 5.39, one can state that, in
both cases, the basic line network is identical although a different sequence of processing steps has been applied. This
clearly proves the flexibility and - to a considerable degree the data independence of our procedure. The final results are
much more complete than single, initial extraction results and
in addition they reflect local deviations which are inherent
to corresponding images of objects in stereo pairs.
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Result of the first verification performed
in image No. 54
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Fig. 5.35: Composite of the result of the first verification
(yellow) and the result of the first continuation
extraction (blue)

i

5.36- Composite of the result of the first veriftcation
(yellow) and the reult of the second verification
(vtoletl related to image No. 56
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Fig. 5.37:

Result of the second continuation extraction
perfomed in image No. 56
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Fig. 5.38: Final result for image No. 56 consisting of extraction results from image No. 56 (yellow) and
prediction results from image No. 54 (blue)

Fig. 5.39: Final result for image No. 54 consisting of prediction results from image No. 56 (yellow) and extraction results from image No. 54 (blue)
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Fig. 5.40: Result of the third continuation extraction performed in image No. 54, which is not added to
the final results
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Table 5.3 indicates the processing times of the different steps
of the second experiment. They compare quite well to the respective times of table 5.2. In the following section, details
of the results will be shown and explained at a larger scale.

Process
Initial

CPU time

Elapsed time

70

145

40

165

First mapping

0.1

0.3

First verification

120

405

First continuation extraction

55

105

Second MLP compilation

20

80

0.1

0.2

Second verification

90

330

Second continuation extraction

20

55

Third MLP compilation

15

55

0.1

0.2

extraction

First MLP compilation

Second mapping

Third mapping

195

Third verification

50

Thitd continuation extraction

15

45

115

420

Final result processing

Table 5.3: Processing times for coincident extraction
starting from image No. 56 (approximate time

in minutes)
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5.4 Explanation of details in segments of the stereo image
pairs of 1000 x 1000 pixels
Details of the procedure of coincident line extraction will
be explained in different segments of the stereo image pair
No. 54 and No. 56. We reduced the size of image segments by

a factor of four to generate 512 x 512 pixel displays, overlayed the respective graphic result and photographed the COMTAL
screen. The pictures, some of which are color pictures, are
shown in the following figures.
Figure 5.41 shows the image data of segment No. 8 of image
No. 56 as shown in fig. 5.16. Figure 5.42 shows the result of
an initial extraction from that image segment: there are four
starting points indicated as white dots; that starting point
in the bottom right part of the figure clearly does not mark
a section of a road, but a track in a field; however, as the
form of this track complies completely to the line objects we
specified by the extraction parameter set, the respective
starting point is accepted to be valid. At each of the four
starting points LEN begins the extraction operation; its: result is shown in red color. When LEM stops, REM takes over;
the result of RE is shown in yellow color. Note that the vertical road of the left part and the two horizontal roads in
the middle part of the figure are not found during the initial
extraction run.
Fig. 5.43 shows the composite of the corresponding segment of
image No. 54 with the mapped initial extraction result. The
local accuracy of the mapping function is excellent in this
example. Fig. 5.44 shows the result of the verification process (see also fig. 5.33). Some smaller parts of the predicted
network of lines have been rejected by the verification. Fig.
5.45 shows the composite of the verification result and the
first continuation extraction result from this segment of
image No. 54. Note that the majority of missing roads has now
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been extracted (but must still be verified by evaluation of
the corresponding segment parts of image No. 56). Fig. 5.46
shows the result of this second verification process, together
with the result of the first verification process after mapping
back to the coordinate system of this image. The second continuation extraction adds some more small parts of the lines to
complete the network (see fig. 5.47), at least preliminary,
because the continuations have to be verified, still.
The last color photographs of this sequence (figures 5.48
and 5.49) show the final results generated for the two corresponding segments No. 8 of the stereo pair of images No. 54
and 56. These are overlays of the image data with the final
result matrix contents which consists of symbols I (for internal, shown in yellow color in each figure) and symbols E
(for external, shown in red color in each figure). Compare
figures 5.38 and 5.39 respectively for the context. That part
of the road covered by trees in the middle of the segment could
not be extracted, two small parts of the roads also hidden by
trees (a vertical part at the left side and a horizontal part
in the middle) have not been found to be acceptable. Small
access roads to farm buildings and into the fields have been
found.
To complete the description of details we present the result

of the complementary extraction experiment which started the
initial extraction from image No. 54. Fig. 5.50 shows the
image data of segment No. 8 of image No. 54. The result of
the initial extraction is shown in fig. 5.51 in color: white
dots indicate starting points; note that there are more and

other starting points than in the corresponding segment of
image No. 56 (fig. 5.42); red colored lines stand for the ex-

traction result of LEM, yellow colored lines stand for the
extraction result of REM. Note that the segment No. 8 of image
No. 54 obviously is of better image quality, because the initial extraction result is much more complete than the respective result from image No. 56.

-

Fig. 5.41: Segment No. 8 of
fig. 5.16

Fig. 5.43: Mapping of the
initial extraction result

to segment No. 8 of fig. 5.15

Fig.

5.44: Result of the

first verification in segment No. 8 of No. 54
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Fi.5.5 Update by the
fit continuation extractioni result

Fig 546: Verification of
the first continuation extraction result

Fi.
.7: Update by the
secon cotinuation extraction result
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Fig. 5.42: Result of initial extracti
rom segment No. 8 as
shown in fig. 5.41 containing
starting points (white dots),
LEM results (red lines) and REM
results (yellow lines)

Fig. 5.48: Final result for segment N
of image No. 54 as
shown in fig. 5.15: extraction
results from No. 54 in yellow,
prediction results from No. 56
in red

Fig. 5.49: Final result for segment No. 8 of image No. 56 as
shown in fig. 5.16: extraction
results from No. 56 in yellow,
prediction results from No. 54
in red
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Fig. 5.50: Segment No. 8 of
image No. 54 as
shown in fig. 5.15

The results of the different steps of the procedure are omitted
here. The next two figures 5.52 and 5.53 show, in color, the
final results of the complete procedure. Here again, yellow
marks the results extracted from the respective segment and
verified in the corresponding one (symbol I of the result matrix) and the red color stands for results extracted from the
corresponding segment and verified in the respective one. It
is evident that the bas.c pattern of the results is identical
to the results shown in figures 5.49 and 5.48 respectively.
To conclude the presentation of results, we show details of
segment No. 7 of the experiment which started the extraction
from image No. 56. Fig. 5.54 shows the image data of that segment. Fig. 5.55 shows the result of the initial extraction,
coded by the colors white (starting points), red (LEM result)
and yellow (REM result). Note the two starting points in the
upper part of the segment which were not accepted by LEM during
this initial extraction step. The following two figures 5.56
and 5.57 show the final results for this segment of image No.
56 and image No. 54 respectively. The color code of the final
result has already been explained: yellow represents the symbol I of the result matrix, red stands for the symbol E of the
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Fig. 5.51: Result of initial extraction from segment No. 8 as
shown in fig. 5.50 containing
starting points (white dots),
LEM results (red) and REM rsults (yellow)

Fig. 5.52: Final result for segment No. 8 of image No. 54, when
starting the extraction procedure in this image: extraction
results from No. 54 in yellow,
prediction results from No. 56
in red

Fig. 5.53: Complementary final
result for segment No. 8 of image
No. 56, when starting the extraction procedure in image No. 54.t
extraction results from No. 56
in yellow, predicti.on results
from No. 54 in red
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result matrix. Regarding this example, it can be seen that
only very few continuing parts of the line network were added
to the initial extraction result by the various extraction
and verification steps of the whole procedure.

Fig. 5.54:

Segment No.

\9

7 of image No.

56 as shown in fig. 5.16
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Fig. 5.55: Result of the initial
extraction from segment No. 7
as shown in fig. 5.54 (see fig.
5.42 for color explanation)

Fig. 5.56: Final result for segment No. 7 tf image No. 56 (see
fig. 5.48 fob color explanation)

Fig. 5,57: Complementary final
result for segment No. 7 of
image No. 54 as shown in
fig. 5.15 (see fig. 5.49 for
color explanation)
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6. Discussion of the results and conclusions
It has been shown that the development and implementation of
the procedure for coincident line extraction from aerial image
stereo pairs has solved two problems:
- the extraction result is more complete and connected to a
higher degree, when compared to the extraction result from
a single image
- corresponding results are generated for line objects contained in both images of a stereo pair. The generation of
these results is independent of the external orientation of
the imaging devices and, thus, the results represent information intrinsic to the respective image.
The implementation of the total extraction procedure was not
optimized with respect to processing time and storage requirements. In fact, the various measurements indicate considerable
processing time requirements. However, the measurements also
prove that, within our implementation, an average of 50% of
the total CPU time is used for processing of image and result
data transfer to and from disk. The image data evaluation itself does not require tremendous amounts of CPU time. On the
other hand, the unbelievable big difference between CPU time
and total elapsed time simply is caused by waiting for data
transfer. To our opinion, there is still a considerable optimization potential with respect to data organization and processing time.
The methods work successfully on image data of differing image
quality; the methods are especially suited to evaluate images
of rural terrain and urban areas without dense population. A
similar evaluation of images of densely populated areas is an
unsolved problem, still, which needs a much higher degree of
sophistication.
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